Can Marketing & Comms Work Together to

Amplify EARNED MEDIA Output?
Over half of marketing & comms leaders agree: when it comes
to amplifying and aligning earned, owned and paid media strategies,

there isn’t strong alignment
between the teams

SAME PICTURE;
DIFFERENT
INTERPRETATION

MARKETERS

COMMS

Resource Allocation

Resource Allocation
Comms feel EARNED MEDIA
requires least resources

Marketers feel OWNED MEDIA
requires least resources

ROI

ROI

Comms rank PAID MEDIA as
having the highest ROI

Marketers rank OWNED MEDIA
as having the highest ROI

The one thing they
do agree on…

EARNED MEDIA to date
is NOT PERFORMING to
its potential

of all marketers
and comms leaders
felt dissatisfied with
the performance
of their earned
media resources

But in today’s world,
EARNED MEDIA can make
or break a brand

“

We’re seeing a tremendous
amount of backlash with companies
that just post something with
no meat behind it.
Melanie Huet, CMO
Serta Simmons Bedding

But how can we bring
MARKETING & COMMS FUNCTIONS
together when…

They point to
different challenges
in alignment

MARKETERS

COMMS

See top challenge as
FUNCTIONAL SILOS

See top challenge
as BUDGET

They are judged
by different success
metrics

MARKETERS

COMMS

Top metrics is REVENUE
CONTRIBUTION

Top metric is
AWARENESS

Respondents
feel the BEST WAY to bring
these two functions is
through

Cross-functional
team meetings

Shared goals
and metrics
Integrated
campaigns

Having the RIGHT TOOLS also helps
The top FIVE TECHNOLOGIES
helping to drive
cohesion
include
Marketing analytics,
performance,
attribution

Social media
marketing and
monitoring

Content
marketing

Mobile and
web analytics

Business, customer
intelligence and
data science

The findings in this infographic are based on a survey of 150 marketing and comms executives.
The research also includes deep-dive interviews with thought leaders from companies like
Schneider Electric, IBM, Nokia, Serta Simmons Bedding, StorCentric, Lamps Plus,
Certified First, Center for Creative Leadership, R&R Partners and InnerWorkings.
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